
 
 

 

To the press and whom it may concern 
PRESS RELEASE 
 

October 8, 2020 
13 Kamicho, Fukuoka, Ninohe, Iwate 

NANBU BIJIN Co., LTD. 
President, Kosuke Kuji 

 
Nanbu Bijin K.K. (Head office: Ninohe City, Iwate Prefecture; President: Kosuke Kuji), which 
exports Japanese sake to 51 countries and regions around the world, will begin manufacturing 
craft gin and craft vodka in Ninohe City from 2021. In response to COVID-19, this year the 
company began the production of rubbing alcohol. They plan to continue to produce and sell this 
product in the future, but they have decided to start manufacturing gin and vodka as well, as it is 
possible to manufacture spirits using the same manufacturing method as that for rubbing alcohol. 
They plan to set up a new manufacturing base by the end of this year and will commence sales 
around March of next year. 

 
 

 

On Tuesday, October 6, a press conference was held for the media in Iwate Prefecture in Morioka 
City, Iwate Prefecture. An online press conference for domestic and international media outlets and 
an online question-and-answer session in efforts to help prevent COVID-19 infection was also 
held. They received a tremendous amount of anticipation for the new products from Myanmar and 
New York. The liquor industry's first regional global press conference was conducted and they 
have received a flood of inquiries from all over the world about the new products. 

A press conference held in Iwate Prefecture on October 6. The photo on the right shows president Kosuke Kuji  

 
“Nanbu Bijin,” a Japanese sake brewer, begins to produce gin and 

vodka from the rice used to make sake! 
To contribute to the development of Iwate, they will use Iwate 

 lacquer and charcoal, the finest in Japan 
 

On October 6, the industry's first global press conference, an exciting 
event from Iwate to Japan and the world 

 
 

 

 



 

 

 
・Press Conference Full length Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c07eqOqgtwI 

 
[Gin and vodka produced from the rice of Sake is a true Japanese craft !]  
At the press conference, Nanbu Bijin President Kosuke Kuji explained the history of gin and vodka 
production. He commented, "With the demand for Japanese sake on the decline, the rice 
harvested this year for sake will not be used for sake production so has nowhere to go. 
The primary objective for rice for sake is to be used to make sake. Rather than using this 
overabundance of rice for sake production, we hope to solve the problem of this surplus by using it 
as a base spirit for a new alcohol. We hope it will help solve the problems the Japanese sake 
industry has faced due to the COVID-19 crisis.” 
 
[Japan's largest production volume! urushi lacquer from Ninohe City used for gin and 
charcoal from Kuji City used for vodka] 
It’s planned that the craft gin botanicals are made from the bark of the “lacquer tree,” a local 
specialty of Ninohe City, which is the largest producer of lacquer in Japan and was recognized as a 
Japanese heritage asset by the Agency for Cultural Affairs this year, and the craft vodka will be 
filtered through a “charcoal” (made from activated charcoal from Iwate-grown white birches) in 
neighboring Kuji City, which is a partner in the promotion of Iwate's northern region of the 
prefecture and boasts the largest production in Japan. Incidentally, one of the issues facing the 
Shirakaba birches of Hiraniwa, Kuji City, is to create a sustainable forest, and they believe that the 
use of birch activated charcoal will help to solve the SDGs. 
 
With new products that can only be made in Iwate, with an awareness of "Iwate Terroir," the 
company hopes to contribute to the development of Iwate. They aim for a clean, refined, fresh-
flavored spirit using water used for producing sake by Nanbu Bijin and their goal is to create a dry 
spirit with the elegant sweetness and umami that comes from rice spirits. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Deputy Governor Fuku and the mayor of Iwate Prefecture attended the press conference. 
 
The plan is to produce 10,000 bottles each of gin and vodka. The brewery plans to actively market 
the product not only in Japan, but also to overseas markets with a strong interest in Japanese 
crafts alcoholic beverages. They will establish this as a new global strategy for the brewery in the 
age of COVID-19, and they will prosper with the local community by diversifying our products. 



 

 

Nanbu Bijin is a valuable brewery because it is located in Iwate and they will continue to 
communicate the uniqueness of Iwate, not to be outdone by the virus. 
 

                                                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

【Awards for NANBU BIJIN】 
Domestic:  
At Sake Competition, selecting Japan’s No.1 sake, “NANBU BIJIN Asawake Sparkling” won the 
first gold prize in Sparkling Sake category in 2017 and 2018 for two years in row. In 2017,” NANBU 
BIJIN Yuinoka” and “NANBU BIJIN Junmai Daiginjo” received gold prizes in Junmai Daiginjo 
category as well. In 2018, “NANBU BIJIN Junmai Daiginjo” won the first gold prize in Junmai 
Daiginjo category. 
 
Overseas:  
At the first Japanese Sake completion in France, “Kura Master-le grand concours de sake 
Japonais de Paris 2017”, one of our Junmai Ginjo Beauty series “NANBU BIJIN Shin Paku” won 
Platinum prize in Junmai Daiginjo category.  
  
  
【Company Profile】 
Name: NANBU BIJIN Co, LTD. 
Head Office: 13, Kamicho, Fukuoka, Ninohe, Iwate 
President: Kosuke Kuji  

Myo joins us from Myanmar in the early hours 

of the morning for the overseas live broadcast 

and comments, “I can't wait to drink the gin 

and vodka!” 

Jessica from New York, USA, joined us for the 

evening, enjoying a dinner with Nanbu Bijin sake and 

Iwate lacquerware 

Iwate Terroir materials displayed at the venue. 

From left to right: rice for sake, charcoal and 

lacquerware wood 

URL: https://www.nanbubijin.co.jp/en/  
FB: https://www.facebook.com/NanbuBijin/ 
SHOP: http://www.nanbubijin.jp/ 


